
Product Overview

NeoPrivate Connect links businesses to cloud services over MPLS or Ethernet through one single 
provider globally, to ensure high quality network performance.

Through our relationship with Tata Communications, Neotel is able to leverage Tata’s global agreements 
with Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, Office 365, IBM, Salesforce.com and Equinix 
Cloud Exchange, to offer our Enterprise customers a simplified, secure and robust solution to the 
world’s leading private cloud providers.

Delivered over Neotel and Tata’s extensive global network infrastructure, you are guaranteed superior 
end-to-end connectivity with unmatched latency and redundancy.
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Why NeoPrivate Connect?

}} Predictable: Guaranteed throughput and availability SLAs, with consistently high quality network 
performance
}} Simplified: Reduce the complexity of network management with a single global provider
}} Seamless: Connect to the top public clouds and data centres over our network — one site to multiple 
CSPs
}} Scalable: customisable connectivity speeds ranging from 1Mbps up to 10Gbps
}} Secure: Protect enterprise data while enjoying dedicated network capacity and high speeds

When does an enterprise business need private connections?
If data is mission critical to your business, you need to move to NeoPrivate Connect.

}} Storage, real time backup, business continuity and disaster recovery
}} Development and testing platform which move large VMs back and forth
}} Corporate applications like intranet to be accessed by branches
}} Big data and business intelligence with high bandwidth requirement

Why Neotel?

}} End-to-end connectivity over Neotel and Tata’s network ensures we remain in control of your 
connectivity up to the Cloud Service Provider (CSP)
}} Unmatched redundancy via Neotel’s access to all 5 undersea cables landing in South Africa
}} Increase availability with Tata’s robust architecture, most CSPs are connected with 10G dual 
architecture
}} Access to 300 locations across 200 cities through our relationship with Tata Communications
}} Reduced latency via multi-location connections to CSPs
}} True scalability is possible with us

Enterprises can now deliver a high quality end user experience thanks to secure, predictable connections

Contact your Key Account Manager or call: 0860Neotel (636 835)


